Sequence filling
How to get an even higher production capacity from your filling machine

Fill up to four containers in a row, one after another, with one single machine (a specially equipped Fillflex Compact). After completed filling, the containers are transported to the sealing station and a new set are fed into position. Filling switches between the containers in the set is done in just fractions of a second, which gives up to four fillings in just one switch of containers. This adds up to even higher production capacity from your Fillflex Compact.

Fillflex Compact Sequence
Fillflex Compact Sequence fills up to four containers in a sequence with one single machine.

Fillflex Compact Sequence with hose valves
Fillflex Compact Sequence equipped with hose valves for filling of three containers in a sequence.

Cola dessert filling with Fillflex Compact Sequence.